SEMICON® Taiwan 2020
Exhibitor Updates – August

This Month
● Exhibitor Appointed Contractor (EAC) and Booth Design Drawing –
  Deadline on August 20.
● SEMICON Taiwan 2021 Onsite Space Selection Appointment Notice Sent
  Out.
● Exhibitor Badge Registration-Deadline on August 27th
● E-Invitation is available!
● Register Free Shuttle Bus Service Before the Show!
● Kindly Remind, Please Wear a Mask During Exhibition.
● Fair Guide, Expo Guide, Construct Data, Commercial Online Manuals,
  Event Fair, AVRON and International Fairs Directory Scam Alert!

Important Dates
August
● 8/20: (1) Raw Space Exhibitor:
  “Exhibitor Appointed Contractor (EAC) & Booth Drawing Upload” Deadline
  “Application for Usage of the Promotional Balloon” Deadline
  “Application and Assurance for Construction of Two-Story Booth” Deadline
  “Application and Assurance for Construction of Booth Structure Exceeding 4
  Meters” Deadline
  (2) “Co-exhibitor Application” Deadline
  (3) “Booth Activities Application” Deadline
● 8/27: (1) Decorated Booth Exhibitor (including Theme Pavilion):
  “Fascia Name of Pavilion Decorated Booth/ Furniture/ Electrical/ Water/
  Drainage/ Compressed Air/ Telephone/ Internet FTTB Rental” Deadline
  (2) Raw Space Exhibitor:
  “Electrical/ Water/ Drainage/ Compressed Air/ Telephone/ Internet FTTB
  Rental” Deadline
  (3) “Visitor Badge – Apply for Your Customers in Advance and Mailing Service
  Request” Deadline
  (4) “Exhibitor Badge Online Registration” Deadline
  (5) “Temporary Staff Request Form” Deadline
● 9/3: (1) “Freight Instructions” Deadline
● 9/10: (1) “Lead Retrieval System Rental” Deadline

Exhibitor Appointed Contractor (EAC) and Booth Design Drawing
– Deadline on August 20.
Raw space exhibitors who appoint contractor are required to login Online Exhibitor
Service Center to submit the EAC (form 1-1) along with a final booth design (including dimensional, section drawings and perspective drawings) before Thursday, August 20, 2020 for review by SEMI. For more information, please contact 1F/4F Exhibitor Service contact.

*Steps: Log in to “Exhibitor Console” → Click “Checklist for Order Form” → Click “1-1 Exhibitor Appointed Contractor (EAC) & Booth Drawing Upload”

SEMICON Taiwan 2021 Onsite Space Selection (OSS) Appointment Notice Sent Out

As a 2020 exhibitor, you are entitled to select your 2021 booth space during this year’s show. The notice has been sent out with your appointed date and time. Please complete and return the SEMICON Taiwan 2021 Exhibit Application Form by September 4. The place of OSS will be at Southern part of 4F in TWTC Nangang Exhibition Hall (TAITRA Lounge), please bring your business card and arrive on-site 15 minutes prior to your appointed time.

For any assistance, please contact 1F/4F Exhibitor Service contact.

Exhibitor Badge Online Registration – Deadline on August 27th

Exhibitor badge registration must be “submitted” by Thursday, August 27, 2020, so that your badges can be available on-site to pick up starting at 12:00 pm, Sunday, September 20, 2020.

If you need any assistance, please contact 1F/4F Exhibitor Service contact.

E-Invitation card is available!

E-Invitation card is available! You may create a customized E-card to invite your target customers in a more convenient and cost-saving way! Simply click HERE to start inviting your customers! For any assistance, please contact 1F/4F Exhibitor Service contact.

Register Free Shuttle Bus Service Before the Show

To facilitate the exhibitors and visitors from Hsinchu, free shuttle service will be arranged during SEMICON Taiwan 2020. Please click HERE for more information. To ensure your seats, please register it before September 16. For any assistance, please contact Shuttle Bus contact.

Kindly Remind, Please Wear a Mask During Exhibition.

During SEMICON Taiwan 2020, we will conduct access control and temperature screening at the entrance of the exhibition hall. Anyone with a fever and epidemiological criteria should be reported to the competent health agencies and sent to the hospital. No one is allowed to enter the exhibition hall without wearing a mask. Alcohol-based hand sanitizers must be used before visiting the show. Besides, the entire exhibition area will be sanitized before and after the daily exhibition. Any public display areas will be regularly disinfected during exhibition. To avoid any exhibits damage cause, booth area should be sanitize by exhibitors. Just kindly reminder, exhibitors can prepare alcohol-based hand sanitizers in the booth for visitor.

Scam Alert!

UFI, an international organization which represents the interests of the exhibition industry worldwide has been warning the exhibition industry to be vigilant against Fair Guide, Expo Guide, Construct Data, Commercial Online Manuals and other similar guides and organizations such as Event Fair, AVRON and the International Fairs Directory. By submitting their forms, exhibitors are contracted into a three-year, non-retractable agreement totaling nearly US$3,000. This is an on-going issue and is not related to the SEMICON Taiwan Event Directory.

Please note that these companies do not represent SEMI in any manner. If you receive a form from these companies, please BEWARE of these scams and IGNORE it. Information about SEMICON Taiwan will come from SEMI only. SEMI hereby remind exhibitors that please review every contract or attachments carefully, before you submit any signed documents, please verify with your own legal representative to protect your rights and benefits.

For more information about UFI’s action against Fair Guide, Expo Guide, Construct Data, Commercial Online Manuals, Event Fair, AVRON and International Fairs Directory, please visit (https://www.ufi.org/industry-resources/warning-construct-data/). If you are a U.S. company that has been targeted by either organization, it is important to lodge a complaint with the Federal Trade Commission file a complaint online.

If you still receiving these scams, here are actions to take:
1. Recommend receiver to review the email sender, review any URLs and determine it to be valid or not, then take action.
2. To mark the email as Junk or Phishing.
3. Ask email system administrator to block domain.

Your SEMICON® Taiwan Team

Exhibitor Services
1F Exhibitor Service: Tinny Lee  Tel: 886-3-560-1777 ext. 311  Email: tlee@semi.org
4F Exhibitor Service: Jocelyn Huang  Tel: 886-3-560-1777 ext. 315  Email: jhuang@semi.org

Shuttle Bus
Ms. Sherry Lin  Tel: 886-3-560-1777 ext. 313  Email: slin@semi.org